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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff/Appellee, 
SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
CaseNo.20070694-CA 
BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
Defendant appeals the decision revoking his probation and imposing sentence on a 
conviction of aggravated robbery, a first degree felony, in the Third Judicial District, Salt 
Lake County, the Honorable Robin W. Reese presiding. This Court has jurisdiction over 
the appeal under the pour over provision of Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4-103(2)(j) (2008). 
ISSUES ON APPEAL AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
1. Should this court consider defendant's plain error claim where defendant, 
through counsel, invited the alleged error below? 
Standard of review. No standard of review applies to this issue. 
2. Did defense counsel perform ineffectively when he advised the court to 
proceed with sentencing in defendant's absence? 
Standard of review. "An ineffective assistance of counsel claim raised for the 
first time on appeal presents a question of law." State v. Clark, 2004 UT 25, f 6, 89 P.3d 
162. To prove the claim, a "defendant must show: (1) that counsel's performance was 
objectively deficient, and (2) a reasonable probability exists that but for the deficient 
conduct defendant would have obtained a more favorable outcome at trial." Id (citing 
State v. Crosby, 927 P.2d 638, 644 (Utah 1996)); Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 
687 (1984)). 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES 
The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides: 
No person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty or property, without due 
process of law 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Instant case. In 2003 the State charged defendant with aggravated robbery, a first 
degree felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-302 (West 2003); theft by receiving 
stolen property, a second degree felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-408 (West 
2003); and failure to respond to an officer's signal to stop, a third degree felony, in 
violation of Utah Code Ann. § 41-6-13.5 (West 2003). R3-4. The charges were based on 
a May 26, 2003 incident. See R4. Defendant pleaded guilty to the aggravated robbery 
charge, and the State dismissed the other charges. R46, 48. On March 22, 2004, the trial 
court imposed a prison sentence of five years to life, suspended the term, imposed a 365-
day jail term, placed defendant on probation for three years, and ordered defendant to pay 
restitution. R89-91. The court also imposed probation conditions, including conditions 
that defendant complete Comprehensive Addiction Treatment Services (CATS) and 
aftercare and that he violate no laws. Id. 
2 
First probation violation report and revocation hearing. On November 24, 
2004, Adult Probation and Parole (AP&P) filed a probation violation report, including an 
affidavit in support of an order to show cause why defendant's probation should not be 
revoked. RIO 1-105. The affidavit alleged that (1) defendant had failed to participate in a 
treatment program, (2) failed to pay restitution, (3) failed to pay supervision fees, (4) 
failed to report as directed to AP&P, and (5) failed to successfully complete the CATS 
program and aftercare, all in violation of his probation agreement. R105. Defendant 
was apparently picked up and jailed on a bench warrant, and the trial court scheduled an 
order to show cause (OSC) hearing. See R i l l . 
At the December 13, 2004 hearing, defendant admitted allegations 3, 4, and 5. 
Rl 17; see also R105. The trial court sentenced defendant to a prison term of five years to 
life, suspended the term, and again placed defendant on three years' probation to be 
supervised by AP&P. Rl 17-18. 
Intervening charge: Aggravated robbery. On December 11, 2006, the State 
charged defendant with a new offense, aggravated robbery. See Docket, Case No. 
061908235 (Docket 235) (attached in Addendum B). The charge was based on an 
October 26, 2006 incident. See id. 
Second probation violation report. On January 5, 2007, AP&P filed another 
probation violation report, alleging that defendant had failed to complete any of the 
conditions of his probation. R135. 
Intervening charge: Forgery and theft by deception. On January 10, 2007, the 
State charged defendant with forgery, theft, and theft by deception. See Docket, Case 
3 
No. 071900240 (Docket 240) (attached in Addendum B). These charges were based on 
a November 9, 2006 incident. See id. 
Intervening charge: Forgery and theft. On April 10, the State charged 
defendant with forgery and theft. See Docket, Case No. 071902648 (Docket 648) 
(attached in Addendum B). These charges were based on a December 8,2006 incident. 
See id. 
Second probation revocation hearing (first day of two-day hearing). At an 
OSC hearing held April 23,2007, defendant admitted the allegation that he had failed to 
complete CATS and aftercare, but denied five other allegations. R204:29. The State 
asked for an evidentiary hearing on the allegation that defendant had committed a new 
crime, the aggravated robbery. Id.; see also Docket 235.l 
Amendment to second probation violation report. On May 1, 2007, AP&P 
filed an amended violation report. Rl 70-72. The affidavit in support of the order to 
show cause included eight allegations—the six allegations before the court on April 23; 
an allegation that defendant had committed forgery, theft, and theft by deception in a 
November 9,2006 incident; and an allegation that defendant had committed forgery and 
theft in a December 8, 2006 incident. See id. 
The State could not locate in the record the affidavit in support of an order to 
show cause that was before the trial court at the April 23 OSC hearing. At the My 31 
OSC hearing, the trial court referenced an affidavit dated January 4, 2006 that included 
six allegations, probably the affidavit before the court on April 23. See R204:32-33. 
4 
Guilty pleas: Attempted forgery and theft. On June 18,2007, defendant 
pleaded guilty to attempted forgery and to theft, both class A misdemeanors in case 240. 
See Docket 240. As part of the plea agreement, the State amended the original forgery 
charge to attempted forgery and dismissed the theft by deception charge. See id. 
Defendant had not been sentenced on this conviction at the time probation was revoked. 
Guilty pleas: Forgery and theft. On June 28 defendant pleaded guilty to 
forgery, a third degree felony, and theft, a class B misdemeanor, in case no. 071902648. 
See Docket 648. As part of the plea agreement, the State dismissed the aggravated 
robbery charge in case no. 061908235. See Docket 235. Defendant waived time for 
sentencing and was sentenced on that date to a prison term not to exceed five years. See 
Docket 648. 
Second probation revocation hearing (second day of two-day hearing). On 
July 31,2007, in a continuation of the April 23,2007 hearing, the court held an OSC 
hearing in the instant case. R176; R204:31-33. Defendant, who was in prison, was not 
present. R204:31. Defense counsel noted that defendant had admitted allegation 5, the 
allegation that he had failed to complete CATS and aftercare. Id. Counsel also noted that 
the State was planning to recommend that his sentence in this case run concurrently with 
his recently imposed sentence in case no. 071902648. Id. Counsel therefore advised the 
2
 On August 27, 2007, defendant was sentenced to concurrent 365-day terms on 
his convictions. See Docket 240. 
5 
court that there was not "any reason to bring [his] client here." Id. Counsel expressed his 
belief that the concurrent sentence was "probably as good as [defendant] c[ould] get." 
R204:33. 
The trial court imposed the previously suspended sentence for the aggravated 
robbery, a term of five years to life, and ordered that it run concurrently with the sentence 
defendant was then serving. R204:31.3 
On August 22, 2007, defendant filed a timely notice of appeal. R178. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
Defendant entered a Salt Lake City gas station on May 26, 2003, "brandished a 
rusty kitchen knife, and robbed [the store clerk] of money in the till and cigarettes." R5 
(probable cause statement). Police responded as defendant fled and a chase ensued, but 
defendant refused to stop. Id. When police apprehended defendant a short time later, 
they "determined that the vehicle he was driving had been stolen from Larry Miller Auto 
Group." Id. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Defendant cannot prevail on his claim that the trial court plainly erred by holding 
the final probation revocation hearing in his absence. Plain error does not lie when a 
party, through counsel, consciously refrains from objecting or has led the trial court into 
3
 The State has prepared a timeline of the proceedings in defendant's cases. See 
Addendum A. 
6 
error. Here, defense counsel invited any error when he assured the trial court that there 
was no reason to transport defendant from prison to the probation revocation hearing. 
Neither can defendant prevail on his claim that trial counsel was ineffective for not 
objecting to the court's proceeding in defendant's absence. At the time of the 
proceeding, defendant had been convicted of another crime and incarcerated on that 
conviction. Because he was incarcerated, he was no longer amenable to probation, i.e., 
he could not be supervised and rehabilitated in a community setting. Thus, even had 
defendant been present, he could not have prevailed on the trial court to reinstate 
probation. Under these circumstances, due process did not require defendant's presence. 
Due process requires a defendant's presence only in those circumstances where a fair and 
just hearing would be thwarted by his absence. Due process does not require a 
defendant's presence when presence would be useless, or its benefit but a shadow. 
Moreover, even assuming that defendant had a due process right to be present, he 
has not demonstrated that he was unconstitutionally deprived of that right. Defendant has 
not presented a record to support his claim that counsel acted without his permission or 
over his protestations. 
In any event, defense counsel had a strategic reason for going forward. After 
negotiations, the prosecution had agreed to recommend that probation be revoked, but 
that defendant's reimposed sentence run concurrently with the sentence defendant was 
already serving. Defense counsel reasonably believed that this was as good a result as 
defendant could get and reasonably decided to go forward while the offer was on the 
table. 
7 
For all of the above reasons, defendant has not shown that trial counsel performed 
deficiently when he went forward with the hearing in defendant's absence. In addition, 
defendant has not shown prejudice. He has not shown that a reasonable probability exists 
that, but for any deficient conduct, defendant would have obtained a more favorable 
outcome at the probation revocation proceeding. As explained, because defendant was 
already incarcerated on another crime, the trial court could not reasonably have reinstated 
probation in this case. 
ARGUMENT 
Defendant claims that his "due process rights under the federal and state 
constitution[s] were violated when the trial court held [his] probation violation 
evidentiary hearing in his absence, without a valid waiver." Br. Appellant at 10 
(capitalization, boldface, and underlining omitted).4 Defendant does not claim that he 
preserved this issue below. See id at 2. He claims, however, that the trial court plainly 
4
 Defendant's state constitutional claim is inadequately briefed, and the State does 
not address it. An appellant may "claim[] the trial court violated his rights under both the 
United States Constitution and the Utah Constitution," but this Court will "decline to 
address his claims under the Utah Constitution [if] he has failed to separately brief his 
state claims." State v. Calliham, 2002 UT 86, \ 32 n.8, 55 P.3d 573. Thus, "[a]s a 
general rule, [this Court] will not engage in [a] state constitutional analysis unless an 
argument for different analyses under the state and federal constitution is briefed." State 
v. Harris, 2004 UT 103, \ 23, 104 P.3d 1250 (quoting State v. Lafferty, 749 P.2d 1239, 
1248 n. 5 (1988)). This rule applies "in cases where a party 'reliefs] nominally on state 
constitutional provisions while actually relying on the parallel federal constitutional 
provisions and analysis based on them.'" Id. (quoting Lafferty, 749 P.2d at 1247 n.5). 
Here, defendant references his due process rights under the state constitution, Appellant's 
Br. at 10, but does not separately brief any claim under the state constitution. See id. at 
10-29. 
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erred by holding the hearing and revoking probation in his absence and that trial counsel 
was ineffective for not objecting to this procedure. See id. at 10,22. 
Relevant law. A defendant has only a limited due process right to be present. 
"[D]ue process is not so rigid as to require that the significant interests in informality, 
flexibility, and economy must always be sacrificed." Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778, 
788 (1973). A defendant has no due process right to be present in proceedings "'when 
presence would be useless, or the benefit but a shadow.'" Kentucky v. Stinson, 482 U.S. 
730, 745 (1987) (quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 106-07). 
Indeed, a defendant has a due process right to be present at a proceeding only 
when '"his presence has a relation, reasonably substantial, to the fullness of his 
opportunity to defend against [a] charge.'" Id. (citing Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 
97,105-106 (1934) (addressing Snyder's claimed right to be present at jury viewing of 
crime scene)). "[T]he presence of a defendant is a condition of due process to the extent 
that a fair and just hearing would be thwarted by his absence, and to that extent only." 
Snyder, 291 U.S. at 108 (emphasis added), overruled on other grounds byMalloyv. 
Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964). 
Probation revocation "is not a stage of a criminal prosecution." See Scarpelli, 411 
U.S. at 782. It is not a stage of trial. A probationer's rights during probation revocation, 
including any right to presence, derive not from the Sixth Amendment, but from due 
process. The probationer's rights are not the rights of an accused in a criminal 
prosecution, but are "the more limited due process rightfs] of one who is a 
probationer... only because he has been convicted of a crime." Id. at 789. 
9 
Because probation revocation "does result in a loss of liberty," a probationer is 
entitled to a hearing to decide whether probation should be revoked. See id. at 786. At 
that hearing, the court must make two determinations—(1) "whether the [probationer] has 
in fact acted in violation of one or more conditions of his [probation]," a factual 
determination; and (2) if so, whether the probationer should be committed "to prison or 
[whether] other steps should be taken to protect society and improve chances of 
rehabilitation." Id. at 784. 
To ensure that the hearing is fair, courts must afford probationers certain 
"minimum requirements of due process." Id. at 786. These requirements generally 
include the following: 
(a) written notice of the claimed violations of [probation]; 
(b) disclosure to the [probationer] of evidence against him; 
(c) opportunity to be heard in person and to present witnesses and 
documentary evidence; 
(d) the right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses (unless the 
hearing officer specifically finds good cause for not allowing 
confrontation); 
(e) a neutral and detached hearing body such as a traditional parole 
board, members of which need not be judicial officers or lawyers; 
and 
(f) a written statement by the factfinders as to the evidence relied on 
and the reasons for revoking [probation]. 
Id. (quoting Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 489 (1972) (a parole revocation case) 
(internal quotation omitted)). In some circumstances, a probationer may also have the 
right to counsel. See id. at 786-87. As explained, however, due process does not require 
10 
a defendant's presence in proceedings "'when presence would be useless, or the benefit 
but a shadow.'" Stinson, 482 U.S. at 745 (quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 106-07). 
I. 
THIS COURT SHOULD DECLINE TO CONSIDER DEFENDANT'S 
PLAIN ERROR CLAIM WHERE DEFENDANT INVITED THE 
ALLEGED ERROR BELOW 
Defendant first claims that the trial court plainly erred when it held the probation 
revocation hearing in his absence. Br. Appellant at 10. To establish plain error, a 
defendant must show that (1) an error occurred; (2) the error should have been obvious to 
the trial court; and (3) the error was harmful. See State v. Lee, 2006 UT 5, \ 26,128 P.3d 
1179. The plain error doctrine "exists to permit review of trial court rulings as a way of 
protecting a defendant from the harm that can be caused by less-than-perfect counsel." 
State v. Bullock, 791 P.2d 155,159 (Utah 1989). 
Plain error review, however, does not lie when a party, through counsel, 
consciously refrains from objecting or has led the trial court into error. Id.; State v. 
Brown, 948 P.2d 337, 343 (Utah 1997). Otherwise, a criminal defendant could "'invite' 
prejudicial error and implant it in the record as a form of appellate insurance . . . . " State 
v. Parsons, 781 P.2d 1275, 1285 (Utah 1989). 
Here, counsel invited any error when counsel assured the trial court that he 
"d[id]n't see that there [was] any reason to bring [his] client here." R204:31 He led the 
11 
court into any error when he stated, "There's no reason to keep bringing him up here for 
something where he's already in prison " R204:33. 
Thus, this Court should decline to consider defendant's plain error claim.5 
n. 
DEFENDANT HAS NOT DEMONSTATED INEFFECTIVE 
ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL; HE HAS SHOWN NEITHER 
DEFICIENT PERFORMANCE NOR PREJUDICE 
Defendant next claims that trial counsel performed ineffectively "for not objecting 
to the hearing proceeding without [defendant] in violation of [defendant's] due process 
rights, including his right to appear in person and present mitigating evidence." Br. 
Appellant at 22. Defendant claims that he did not waive his right to presence. Id. at 22. 
He also claims that "[he] had a lot to say in [his] own defense and [he] had requested 
[adamantly] through [his trial] attorney that [he] should be there." Id. at 21 (citing 
R178—defendant's letter to court following probation revocation). Defendant claims 
that holding the hearing in his absence "denied him the opportunity to dispute that his 
[probation violation] was willful or otherwise warranted revocation." Id. at 22. 
As explained, "An ineffective assistance of counsel claim raised for the first time 
on appeal presents a question of law." State v. Clark, 2004 UT 25, \ 6, 89 P.3d 162. To 
establish ineffective assistance of counsel, defendant must demonstrate both that 
"counsel's performance was deficient, in that it fell below an objective standard of 
5
 In any case, defendant has not demonstrated plain error. As explained under 
Point II, defendant has not shown that an error occurred or that he suffered any harm. 
12 
reasonable professional judgment," and that "counsel's deficient performance was 
prejudicial—i.e., that it affected the outcome of the case." State v. Litherland, 2000 UT 
76, U 19, 12 P.3d 92 (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687-88 (1984)). 
To establish the first prong of the Strickland test, defendant must "rebut the strong 
presumption that under the circumstances, the challenged action might be considered 
sound trial strategy." Litherland, 2000 UT 76, f 19 (citations and internal quotation 
marks omitted). If a court can find a conceivable tactical basis for counsel's actions, then 
counsel is not deficient under the first prong of Strickland. See State v. Parker, 2000 UT 
51, f 11,4 P.3d 778 (holding first prong of Strickland not satisfied because it was 
conceivable that counsel's conduct was result of a deliberate and tactical choice); State v. 
Holbert, 2002 UT App 426, % 58, 61 P.3d 291. 
In establishing both deficient performance and prejudice, "defendant bears the 
burden of assuring the record is adequate." Litherland, 2000 UT 76, % 16. "The 
necessary consequence of this burden is that an appellate court will presume that any 
argument of ineffectiveness presented to it is supported by all the relevant evidence of 
which defendant is aware." Id. at f 17. "Where the record appears inadequate in any 
fashion, ambiguities or deficiencies resulting therefrom simply will be construed in favor 
of a finding that counsel performed effectively." Id. 
Here, defendant's claim fails both because he does not demonstrate that counsel 
was deficient for proceeding with the hearing in his absence and because he does not 
demonstrate prejudice. 
13 
A. Defendant has not established that trial counsel performed deficiently when 
he proceeded with the revocation hearing in defendant's absence. 
Defendant has not shown that trial counsel performed deficiently for not asking 
that the hearing be postponed until defendant could be present. First, defendant has not 
shown that he had a due process right to be present. But even assuming that he did have 
a right to be present, he has not shown that he was unconstitutionally deprived of that 
right. Finally, he has not shown deficient performance, because going forward in 
defendant's absence might be considered sound strategy. 
1. Defendant has not shown that he had a due process right to be present at the 
revocation hearing. 
A probationer facing probation revocation has a limited due process right to be 
heard in person, to present evidence, and to cross-examine and confront the witnesses 
against him. See Scarpelli, 411 U.S. at 786. But the right to be present at probation 
revocation proceedings, like the right to be present during criminal proceedings, is not 
absolute. 
A defendant "has a due process right 'to be present in his own person whenever 
his presence has a relation, reasonably substantial, to the fullness of his opportunity to 
defend against [a] charge.'" Stincer, 482 U.S. at 745 (quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 
105-06). Due process "requires that a defendant be allowed to be present 'to the extent 
that a fair and just hearing would be thwarted by his absence.'" Stincer, 482 U.S. at 745 
(quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 106-07). 
"But due process is not so rigid as to require that the significant interests in 
informality, flexibility, and economy must always be sacrificed." See Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 
14 
at 788. Due process rights implicate fundamental fairness, not vain formalities. See State 
v. Morgan, 2001 UT 87, f 15, 34 P.3d 767 (stating that "the touchstone of due process" is 
"fundamental fairness"). Due process requires a defendant's presence "to the extent that 
a fair and just hearing would be thwarted by his absence," but "to that extent only.5" 
Snyder, 291 U.S. at 108. A defendant has no due process right to be present in 
proceedings "'when presence would be useless, or the benefit but a shadow.'" Id at 
106-07). 
Here, defendant had no due process right to be present at the July 31, 2007 
hearing, because his presence would have been useless. During the interim between 
April 23, the first day of the probation revocation hearing, and July 31, the second day of 
the hearing, defendant had been convicted of forgery and sentenced to prison. 
Incarceration on the forgery charge foreclosed the possibility of defendant's working 
within the community, under court-imposed terms and with supervision by AP&P, 
toward rehabilitation. Because defendant had been incarcerated, he was no longer 
amenable to probation and the court had no reasonable choice but to revoke it. See State 
v. BenoiU 97 P.3d 497, 499 (Kan. App. 2003). 
The revocation hearing, in which the court determined that defendant had violated 
a condition of his probation and that probation should be revoked, was conducted on two 
dates—at an OSC hearing on April 23, 2007 and at an OSC hearing on July 31,2007 
OSC hearing. R204:28-33. Defendant was present at the April 23,2007 hearing. 
R204:28. At that hearing, defendant admitted the allegation that he had violated the 
condition of his probation requiring that he attend CATS and aftercare. Id. at 29. 
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As of that date, the State had also charged defendant with aggravated robbery, for 
an offense allegedly committed on October 25,2006, see Docket 235, and with forgery 
and theft, for offenses allegedly committed on December 8,2006. See Docket 648. The 
State asked for an evidentiary hearing to present evidence that defendant had committed 
the aggravated robbery in violation of his probation agreement. R204:29. The Court 
therefore scheduled an evidentiary OSC hearing to address the allegation that defendant 
had committed a crime and to determine whether to revoke probation. R163. That 
hearing was rescheduled for July 31, 2007. R174. 
On June 28, 2007, defendant entered a plea to forgery in case no. 071902648. See 
Docket 648. As part of the plea bargain, the State dismissed the aggravated robbery 
charge in case no. 061908235. See Docket 235. Defendant waived time for sentencing, 
and the court sentenced him to a prison term of zero to five years. See Docket 648. 
One month later, on July 31, the court held what was to have been the evidentiary 
OSC hearing in this case. R176: R204:31-33. Defendant was not present. R176. 
Defense counsel noted that defendant was in prison on the forgery conviction and waived 
his presence. R204:31-33. The State dismissed the allegation that defendant had 
committed a new aggravated robbery. Id. The court, noting defendant's prior admission 
that he failed to complete CATS and aftercare and observing that defendant was in prison 
on the forgery conviction, revoked probation. R204:31-33. The court sentenced 
defendant to a prison term of five years to life, to run concurrently with the sentence 
defendant was then serving. R204:33. 
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Defendant claims that had he been present, he might have shown that his violation 
had not been willful and that revocation was not necessary. Br. Appellant at 21. Had 
defendant been present and had he so argued, he could not have changed the court's 
determination. First, even had he argued that his failure to complete CATS and aftercare 
was not willful, the court had before it evidence that defendant had been convicted of 
forgery—also a parole violation. The forgery conviction evidenced that defendant had 
violated the condition of his probation that he "[v]iolate no laws." Rl 18. The forgery 
conviction reflected willful behavior. See Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-501 (West 2003) 
(person must act "with purpose to defraud... or with knowledge that he is facilitating 
a fraud"). 
Moreover, a defendant's probation may be revoked, whether his violation be 
willful or not, where his violation threatens the safety of society or frustrates the purposes 
of probation. See State v. Hodges, 798 P.2d 270, 277 (Utah App. 1990) (noting that trial 
court may revoke probation even where a defendant is not at fault, if the defendant "poses 
a present danger to others"); United States v. Warner, 830 F.2d 651,657 (7th Cir. 1987) 
("If... probation's purposes have been frustrated, revocation is fair and appropriate even 
if the probationer did not willfully violated his probation conditions."), abrogated on 
other grounds in United States v. Thomas, 984 F.2d 840, 844 (7th Cir. 1991), cited in 
State v. Orr, 2005 UT 92, f 33, 127 P.3d 121. Here, because defendant had been 
convicted on the forgery charge, he had violated another condition of his probation, i.e., 
that he violate no laws. And because he had been incarcerated on the new conviction, his 
violation frustrated the purposes of probation. Incarceration on the forgery charge 
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foreclosed the possibility of defendant's working within the community, under court-
imposed terms and with supervision by AP&P, toward rehabilitation. Because defendant 
had been incarcerated, he was no longer amenable to probation and the court had no 
reasonable choice but to revoke it. See State v. Benoit, 97 P.3d 497, 499 (Kan. App. 
2003) ("[I]t was impracticable and unworkable to place Benoit on probation [in one case] 
at the same time he is being imprisoned in the other case, thus making Benoit not 
amenable to probation."); see also People v. Esparza, 132 Cal. Rptr. 2d 377, 379 (Cal. 
App. 2003) (holding that court properly sentenced Esparza to prison term instead of 
probation because Esparza's prison sentence in another case made him unavailable to 
participate in probation-required community drug programs).6 
6
 Defendant cites several cases demonstrating that a few courts have imposed 
probation on one charge where a defendant is or will be serving a prison sentence on 
another charge. See Br. Appellant at 28 (citing Burns v. United States, 287 U.S. 216 
(1932); United States v. Jones, 111 F.2d 1316 (9th Cir. 1983); Commonwealth v. Power, 
650 N.E. 2d 87 (Mass. 1995); State v. Hague, 229 N.W.2d 168 (Minn. 1975); State v. 
Aytch, 453 N.W.2d 906 (Wis. App. 1990)). These cases do not address the amenability 
of a defendant to probation. Only two of them address the propriety of imposing 
probation on one count where a defendant will be serving a prison sentence on another— 
Power and Jones. In Power and Jones, the concurrent probationary term served unique 
purposes not at issue here. In Power, the concurrent probationary term foreclosed, as a 
condition of probation, the defendant's profiting from the sale of her story to the news 
media. See 650 N.E.2d at 88. In Jones the concurrent probationary term required, as a 
condition of probation, defendant's payment of restitution. 712 F.2d at 1323. The other 
cases note a procedural background that includes the imposition of probation on one 
charge where a defendant is serving a prison sentence on another term, but only as 
context for other issues on appeal. 
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Thus, defendant's presence in person at the July 31 OSC hearing, the second part 
of his revocation hearing, could not have affected the court decision to revoke probation. 
His presence would have been "useless, [and its] benefit but a shadow." Stincer, 482 
U.S. at 745 (quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 106-07). 
Because, under the particular circumstances of this case, defendant's presence 
could not have helped him, "fundamental fairness" did not require that defendant be 
present and defendant had no due process right to be present. Counsel was therefore not 
deficient for not asserting a due process objection to the in absentia hearing. See State v. 
Whittle, 1999 UT 96, f 34, 989 P.2d 52 (quotations and citations omitted) (counsel's 
failure "to make motions or objections [that] would be futile if raised does not constitute 
ineffective assistance"). 
2. Even if defendant did have a due process right to be present, he has not 
shown that he was unconstitutionally deprived of that right. 
Even assuming defendant did have a due process right to be present, he has not 
shown that he was deprived of that right. As explained, a defendant has the burden of 
providing a record adequate to permit review of his ineffective assistance of counsel 
claim. Here, defendant claims that he insisted on being present and that, despite his 
insistence, trial counsel unconstitutionally waived that right. Br. Appellant at 21-22. In 
making this claim, defendant relies on his unilateral allegation, first made in a letter to the 
trial judge following the revocation hearing and now reasserted on appeal, that he had 
"requested [adamantly] through [his trial] attorney that [he] should be there." Br. 
Appellant at 21 (citing R178). 
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But defendant's counsel, who did attend the July 31 hearing, indicated that 
"[p]ursuant to plea negotiations, the government dismissed the underlying case for which 
this order to show cause was set" and "they're going to recommend concurrent 
sentences." R204:31. Counsel agreed that revocation of defendant's parole and 
imposition of a sentence to run concurrently with the prison sentence defendant was 
already serving was "probably as good [an outcome] as [defendant] could get." R204:33. 
In these circumstances, counsel affirmed that he "would be happy waiving [defendant's] 
appearance." R204:33. 
Defendant has not provided a record demonstrating that counsel acted contrary to 
defendant's requests or even that counsel acted unilaterally without defendant's consent. 
Defendant's self-serving statements and unsubstantiated allegations are insufficient to 
meet his burden to show that counsel was ineffective. See, e.g., State v. Medina, 738 
P.2d 1021, 1023 (Utah 1987) (rejecting ineffective assistance claim "based almost 
entirely on self-serving affidavits that are not part of the record"); State v. Bredehoft, 966 
P.2d 285, 290 (Utah App. 1998) (holding that defendant "cannot rely upon . . . 
unsubstantiated allegations on appeal as proof of ineffective assistance of counsel"); State 
v. Price, 909 P.2d 256, 265 (Utah App. 1995) (rejecting ineffectiveness claim based 
solely on "defendant's self-serving statement"). 
Defendant could have requested a rule 23B hearing to develop a record regarding 
counsel's waiver. He could have called trial counsel and elicited counsel's testimony 
about the waiver and about whether counsel had obtained defendant's consent or had 
waived defendant's presence without consent and over defendant's protestations. 
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Defendant could also have presented his own testimony on the matter. Had defense 
counsel and defendant testified to different versions of the facts, the trial court could have 
made credibility determinations and factual findings. 
Defendant did not do this. Thus, defendant has not met his burden to provide a 
record showing that he was unconstitutionally deprived of any right to be present or that 
any other error occurred. 
As explained, "[w]here the record appears inadequate in any fashion, ambiguities 
or deficiencies resulting therefrom simply will be construed in favor of a finding that 
counsel performed effectively." Litherland, 2000 UT 76,117. This court must therefore 
construe any ambiguities or deficiencies in the record in favor of finding that counsel 
conveyed the negotiated agreement to counsel and defendant agreed not only to the 
negotiated agreement, but also to counsel's handling the hearing in his absence. Thus, 
defendant has not shown that counsel performed deficiently by waiving defendant's 
presence without defendant's permission. 
3. In any event, defense counsel had a conceivable tactical basis for going 
forward in defendant's absence. 
Prior to the July 31 hearing, defendant had admitted one allegation, i.e., that he 
had not completed CATS and aftercare. R204:31. Further, defendant had been convicted 
of forgery a month before the July 31 hearing and was in prison on that conviction. 
Docket 648; see also R204:31. His conviction evidenced a second probation violation. 
Negotiations had followed. R204:31, 33. Pursuant to the negotiations, the State 
had agreed to recommend that defendant's probation in this case be revoked, but that his 
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prison sentence be served concurrently with the forgery sentence defendant was then 
serving. See id. Counsel believed that the plea agreement was "as good as [defendant] 
c[ould] get." R204:33. Counsel therefore could reasonably have determined to move 
forward quickly while the offer remained on the table. Thus a conceivable strategic 
reason existed for his going forward at the hearing even though defendant was not 
present. 
As explained, where a conceivable tactical basis exists for counsel's actions, 
counsel is not deficient under Strickland. See Parker, 2000 UT 51, f 11. 
B. Defendant has not demonstrated prejudice. 
Moreover, defendant has not demonstrated prejudice, that is, he has not shown that 
"a reasonable probability exists that but for [any] deficient conduct defendant would have 
obtained a more favorable outcome at [the probation revocation proceeding]." Clark, 
2004 UT 25, f 6 (citing Crosby, 927 P.2d at 644; Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687). As 
explained above, defendant had admitted one probation violation, the failure to complete 
CATS and aftercare, and had been convicted of a forgery, evidencing a second and 
willful probation violation. Moreover, defendant's incarceration on his forgery 
conviction frustrated the purposes of any probation on his earlier aggravated robbery 
conviction and precluded a reasonable possibility that, had counsel insisted on waiting for 
defendant to appear, the court would have reinstated probation or that the outcome would 
have been otherwise more favorable. For these reasons, defendant has not demonstrated 
that he suffered prejudice when counsel proceeded in his absence. 
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in. 
EVEN IF DEFENDANT HAD DEMONSTRATED PLAIN ERROR 
OR INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL, HIS ONLY 
REMEDY WOULD BE A NEW HEARING TO DETERMINE 
WHETHER PROBATION SHOULD BE REVOKED 
At the hearing on April 23,2007, defendant admitted that he had violated the 
probation condition that he complete CATS and aftercare. R204:29. In addition, prior to 
the July 31 hearing, defendant had also been convicted of forgery. That conviction is a 
matter of public record. See Docket 648. 
If error occurred, it was merely the determination, in defendant's absence, that 
defendant's violations merited probation revocation. Thus, if a remand is warranted, it 
should simply be a remand to determine in defendant's presence whether, on the basis of 
defendant's violations, his probation should be revoked. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant's conviction should be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted this JO day of -^Juiu , 2008. 
MARKL.SHURTLEFF 
Attorney General 
ANNEB.INOUYE 
ssistant Attorney General 
orneys for Appellee 
A ^ W s ^ ^ 
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Addenda 
Addendum A 
Addendum A 
State v. Perry—Timeline 
May 30, 2003 
Dec. 1,2003 
March 22, 2004 
Nov. 24, 2004 
Dec. 3, 2004 
Dec. 13, 2004 
Dec,2006 
Jan. 5, 2007 
Jan. 10,2007 
Apr. 10,20007 
Apr. 23, 2007 
May 1,2007 
June 18,2007 
June 28, 2007 
July 31, 2007 
Aug. 27, 2007 
#031903663 
(# 663) 
J. Reese 
Aggravated robbery 
(case now on appeal) 
case filed 
A pleads guilty 
A sentenced (prison—5 yr. to life); placec * . - ri -nation 
violation report filed 
amended violation report filed 
A sentenced (prison—5 yr. to life); 3-yr. probation reinstated 
violation report filed making 6 allegations—allegation 1 
(commission of Oct 2006 robbery) and allegation 5 (failure 
to complete CATS and aftercare) 
OSC hearing—defendant admits allegation 5; State asks for 
evidentiary hearing on allegation 1 
amended violation report filed—repeats earlier allegations 
and, in addition, alleges Nov. 2006 forgery, robbery, & theft 
by deception, and Dec. 2006 forgery and theft 
OSC hearing—State dismisses allegation 1; probation 
revoked; A sentenced (prison—5 yr. to life)—to run 
concurrently w. prison term being served in case 648 
# 061908235 
(# 235) 
J. Maughan 
Aggravated robbery 
case filed 
State advises court 
that A has entered 
plea in case #648; as 
part of plea 
agreement, State 
dismisses this case 
#071900240 
(#240) 
J. McCleve 
Forgery & theft 
case filed 
A pleads guilty to 
amended charge of 
attempted forgery 
and to theft 
A sentenced (365-
day terms) 
#071902648 
(# 648) J. Athertc 
Forgery 
cas r t l i - a 
A pleads guilty & 
waives time for 
sentencing; A 
sentenced 
(prison—0 to 5 yr.) 
Addendum B 
Addendum B 
Docket 
Case No. 061908235 
Page 1 of 7 
3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CASE NUMBER 061908235 State Felony 
CHARGES 
Charge 1 -
 7g_g_302 - AGGRAVATED ROBBERY \ Degree Felony 
Disposition: June 28, 2007 Dismissed 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
PAUL G. MAUGHAM 
PARTIES 
Defendant - SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Represented by: EDWIN S WALL 
Represented by: JON D WILLIAMS 
Plaintiff - STATE OF UTAH 
DEFENDANT INFORMATION 
Defendant Name: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Offense tracking number: 30025746 
Date of Birth: January 14, 1957 
Jail Booking Number: 0632110 
Law Enforcement Agency: SALT LAKE POLICE 
LEA Case Number: 06-195336 
Prosecuting Agency: SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Agency Case Number: 06021002 
Sheriff Office Number: 89664 
Violation Date: October 25, 2:006 1554 WEST HIGH AVE 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
CASE NOTE 
DAO 06021002 
PROCEEDINGS 
12-11-06 Judge SHEILA ^ '^ ^g-ed. 
12-11-06 Case filed 
12-11-06 Filed: Information 
12-11-06 Note: CASE FILED BY DET. SILVER OF SLC PD WARRANT ACTIVE 
12-11-06 Notice - WARRANT for Case 061908235 ID 6819094 
12-11-06 Warrant ordered on: December 11, 2006 Warrant Num: 981183016 
Bail Allowed 
http://xchange,utcourts.gov/casesearch/CaseSearch?action=caseHist 5/19/2008 
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r'ASE NUMBER 061908235 State Felony 
Bail amount: 25000.00 
12-11-06 Warrant issued on: December 11, 2006 Warrant Num: 981183018 
Bail Allowed 
Bail amount: 25000.00 
Judge: ROBIN W. REESE 
Issue reason: Based on the probable cause statement. 
12-12-06 INITIAL APPEARANCE scheduled on December 13, 2006 at 09:00 AM 
in Arraignment Jail with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
12-12-06 Note: As per JEMS, deft is in ADC on other charges. Warrant 
faxed to jail. 
12-12-06 Note: Bail $25,000. 
12-13-06 ROLL CALL scheduled on December 21, 2006 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge HIMONAS. 
12-13-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for Appointment of Counsel 
Judge: ROBIN W. REESE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: marlened 
Prosecutor: BUETHE, LINDA F 
Defendant 
Video 
Tape Number: CD-91 Tape Count: 9:36 
INITIAL APPEARANCE 
A copy of the Information is given to the defendant. 
The Information is read. 
The defendant is advised of right to counsel. 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
Court finds the defendant indigent and appoints Salt Lake Legal 
Defenders to represent the defendant. 
Appointed Counsel: 
Name: Salt Lake Legal Defenders 
Address: 424 East 500 South Suite #101 
City: Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Phone: 532-5444 
ROLL CALL is scheduled. 
Date: 12/21/2006 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Before Judge: DENO HIMONAS 
Printed: 05/19/08 12:19:01 Page 2 
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12-13-06 Filed: Affidavit of Indigency - Approved by Judge Reese. 
12-14-06 Warrant recalled on: December 14, 2006 Warrant num: 981183018 
Recall reason: Warrant recalled because defendant was 
booked. 
12-15-06 Filed: Appearance of Counsel 
12-15-06 Filed: Formal Request for Discovei:y Pi irsuan 1: 1: :: Ri :i 3 e "1 6 : f 11 Ie 
Rules of Criminal Procedure 
12-15-06 Filed: Notice of Bond Hearing 
12-15-06 Note: Bail remain $25,000. 
12-21-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: STEPHEN L HENRIOD 
PRESENT 
Clerk: sunshinb 
Prosecutor: ORTEGA, CRISTINA P 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): BRERETON, HEA 
Video 
Tape Count; 2:52:14 
HEARING 
COUNT: 2:52:14 
Defendant is being evaluated. Case continued to the following 
date: 
ROLL CALL. 
Date: 12/28/2006 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake Cityf UT 8 4'] 11 
Before Judge: DENNIS M FUCHS 
12-21-06 ROLL CALL scheduled on December :'R, 20 
Determined with Judge FUCHS. 
12-28-06 ROLL CALL scheduled on January 18, ;:007 at 02:00' PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge BOYDEN. 
12-28-06 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: DENNIS M FUCHS 
PRESENT 
Clerk: patd 
Prosecutor: KENDALL, WII ,1 JAM K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
• • Tape Count: 34 019 
HEARING 
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ON DEFENSE MOTION C/O ROLL CALL CONTINUED 
ROLL CALL. 
Date: 01/18/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Before Judge: ANN BOYDEN 
01-04-07 Filed: Notice of Lineup 
01-18-07 ROLL CALL scheduled on February 01, 2007 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge HENRIOD. 
01-18-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: ANN BOYDEN 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: HILLS, BLAKE R 
Defendant 
Defendants Attorney(s) : ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
Tape Count: off record 
HEARING 
Roll call continued to 2/1. Lineup needs to be scheduled. 
ROLL CALL. 
Date: 02/01/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Before Judge: STEPHEN L HENRIOD 
02-01-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: STEPHEN L HENRIOD 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: COLBY, MICHAEL S 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
Tape Count: 2.56 
HEARING 
COUNT: 2.56 
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Court Orders Case set for Preliminary Hearing 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 02/20/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Third Floor - S34 
Before Judge: HILDER, ROBERT K 
02-01-07 Preliminary Hearing scheduled on February 20, 2007 at 09:00 AM 
in Fourth Floor - N45 with Judge HILDER. 
02-20-07 NO WITNESS PRE HRG scheduled on March 13, 2007 at 02:00 PM in 
Third Floor - S35 with Judge DEVER. 
02-20-0 7 Minute Entry - Minutes for Preliminary Hearii lg 
Judge: ROBERT K HILDER 
PRESENT 
Clerk: lindav 
Reporter: YOUNG, BRAD 
Prosecutor: JOHNSON, JOHN K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
HEARING 
Deft appearing in custody of County Sheriff. Case continued for a 
No Witness Preliminary Hearing. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 03/13/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: Third Flooi • " ,r 
Before Judge: DEVER, L A 
U3-13-07 NO WITNESS PRE HRG scheduled on April 10, 2007 at 02:00 PM in 
Fourth Floor - W48 with Judge MEDLEY. 
03-13-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for INCOURT NOTE 
Judge: I • A DEVER 
PRESENT 
Clerk: rhondam 
Prosecutor: JOHNSON, JOHN K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Audio 
Tape Number: Cd 129 Tape Count: 2:21 
NO WITNESS PRE HRG is scheduled. 
Date: 04/10/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - W48 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
450 SOUTH STATE 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Printed: 05/19/08 12:19:04 Page 5 
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Before Judge: TYRONE E MEDLEY 
n3-2 9-07 Filed: Motion to Withdraw as Court- Appointed Counsel and 
Notice of Next Court Appearance 
Filed by: ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
04-02-07 Filed order: Order To Withdraw as Court-Appointed Counsel 
Judge TYRONE E. MEDLEY 
Signed April 02, 2007 
04-05-07 Filed: Entry of Appearance 
04-10-07 Preliminary Hearing scheduled on May 01r 2007 at 02:00 PM in 
Fourth Floor - N42 with Judge FRATTO. 
04-10-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Preliminary Hearing 
Judge: TYRONE E MEDLEY 
PRESENT 
Clerk: micheldb 
Reporter: HARMON, MILO 
Prosecutor: JOHNSON, JOHN K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
Video 
Tape Number: 4/10/07 
HEARING 
Preliminary hearing is continued (with witnesses). 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 05/01/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - N42 
Before Judge: FRATTO, JOSEPH C. 
u5-01-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for CONTINUANCE 
Judge: JOSEPH C. FRATTO 
PRESENT 
Clerk: wendyd 
Reporter: MIDGLEY, ED 
Prosecutor: JOHNSON, JOHN K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
CAT/CIC 
HEARING 
The defendant appearing in the custody of the Salt Lake County 
Sheriff. 
The defendant waives his right to a speedy trial. 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 05/22/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
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Location: Fourth Floor - S44 
Before Judge: HIMONAS, DENO 
.a5-01-07 Preliminary Hearing scheduled on May 22, 2007 at 02:00 PM in 
Fourth Floor - S44 with Judge HIMONAS. 
05-22-07 NO WITNESS PRE HRG scheduled on June 28, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Third Floor - W37 with Judge MAUGHAN. 
05-22-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for INCOURT NOTE 
Judge: DENO HIMONAS 
PRESENT 
Clerk: wendypg 
Reporter: SUDWEEKS, JODI 
Prosecutor: HILL, JOSEPH S 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
Vii deo ' ' 
STIPULATED CONTINUANCE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 06/28/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Third Floor - W37 
Before Judge: MAUGHAN, PAUL G 
06-28-07 Charge 1 Disposition is Dismissed 
06-28-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for INCOURT NOTE 
Judge: PAUL G MAUGHAN 
PRESENT 
Clerk: cherl 1 
Reporter: HARMON, MILO 
Prosecutor: MORGAN, B KENT 
Defendant not present 
Defendant's Attorney(s) : WALL,, EDWI'I 
Video 
Tape Number: DVR Tape Count: 11:03 
State present advising the court that the defendant entered into a 
plea agreement in case #071902648, and as part of that agreement 
this case is to be dismissed. On States Motion, case is 
dismissed. Defense counsel waives deftfs appearance for the 
purpose of this hearing. 
06-28-07 Judge PAUL G. MAUGHAN assigned. 
06-28-07 Case Closed 
Disposition Judge is PAUL G. MAUGHAN 
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Docket 
Case No. 071900240 
3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Page I i 11 
. STATE • I)! '" UTAH s S UOTT LYNWO I)D I 'ERI I 
CASE NUMBER 071900240 State Felony 
CHARGES 
Charge 1 76-6-501 - ATTEMPTED FORGERY 3rd Degree Fe,3 ony 
(amended) to Class A Misdemeanor 
Plea: June 18, 2007 Guilty 
Disposition: June 18, 2007 Guilty 
Charge 2 - 76-6-404 - THEFT Class A Misdemeanor 
Plea: June 18, 2007 Guilty 
Disposition: June 18, 2007 Guilty 
Charge 3 - 7 6-6-4 05 - THEFT BY DECEPTION Class B Misdemeanor 
Plea: April 02, 2007 Not Guilty 
Disposition: June 18, 2007 Dismissed 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
SHEILA K. MCCLEVE 
iRTIES 
Defendant - SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Represented by: EDWIN S WALL 
Represented by: JON D WILLIAMS 
Plaintiff - STATE OF UTAH 
Also Known As - SCOTT LYNNWOOD PERRY (PERRY, SCOTT LYNWOOD) 
DE FEN DAN T INFO R MATION 
Defendant Name: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Offense tracking number: 30025746 
Date of Birth: January 14, 1957 
Jail Booking Number: 0632110 
Law Enforcement Agency: SALT LAKE POLICE 
LEA Case Number: 06-205399 
Prosecuting Agency: SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Agency Case Number: 06021581 
Sheriff Office Number: 89664 
Violation Date: November 09, 7006 406 E 300 S 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
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rASE NUMBER 071900240 State Felony 
TRUST TOTALS Trust Due: 
Amount Paid: 
Credit: 
Trust Balance Due: 
Balance Payable: 
TRUST DETAIL 
Trust Description: 
Recipient: 
Amount Due: 
Paid In: 
Paid Out: 
Interest 
VICTIM 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
on Rstitutn 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Account Adjustments 
Date Amount 
Feb 20, 2008 11.69 
Feb 20, 2008 -11.69 
State Debt Collection 
Reason 
Interest Posted to Date 
Adjusted to zero and set to 
TRUST DETAIL 
Trust Description: 
Recipient: 
Amount Due: 
Paid In: 
Paid Out: 
Interest on Rstitutn 
VICTIM 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Account Adjustments 
Date Amount 
Feb 20, 2008 8.79 
Feb 20, 2008 -8.79 
State Debt Collection 
Reason 
Interest Posted to Date 
Adjusted to zero and set to 
TRUST DETAIL 
Trust Description: 
Recipient: 
Amount Due: 
Paid In: 
Paid Out: 
Restitution 
VICTIM 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.00 
.00 
.00 
Account Adjustments 
Date Amount 
Feb 20, 2008 -258.97 
State Debt Collection 
Reason 
Adjusted to zero and set to 
TRUST DETAIL 
Trust Description: 
Recipient: 
Amount Due: 
Restitution 
VICTIM 
0.00 
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Paid In: 0.00 
Paid Out: 0.00 
Account Adjustments 
Date Amount Reason 
Feb 20, 2008 -345.00 Adjusted t,« D zei : :) and set: I .o 
State Debt Collection 
CA SE NOTE 
DAO 06021581 
PROCEEDINGS 
01-10-07 Judge ROBIN W. REESE assigned. 
01-10-07 Note: Case filed by Detective R. bridge - SLCPD, Defendant 
Non-Jail/Summons hearing set. 
i 7 Issued: Summons 
Judge ROBIN W. REESE 
Hearing Date: March 12, 2007 Time: 09:00 
7 INITIAL APPEARANCE/SUMMONS scheduled on March 12, 2007 at " ^ 0 
AM in Arraignment - S31 with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
01-10-07 Case filed 
01-10-07 Filed: Information 
01-11-07 Note: As per JEMS, deft is in jail. Summons faxed to ADC. 
01-11-07 INITIAL APPEARANCE/SUMMONS scheduled on January 12, 2007 at 
09:00 AM in Arraignment Jail with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
1-11-07 Judge SHEILA K. MCCLEVE assigned. 
.; 1-11-07 Note: Judge reassigned from criminaJ f:i 1 i ng screei: i ii i 2 to 
procedure for roll calls. 
01-12-07 ROLL CALL scheduled on January 18, 2007 at 02:00 PM In To Be 
Determined with Judge BOYDEN. 
01-12-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Appointment of Counsel 
Judge: JUDITH S ATHERTON 
PRESENT 
Clerk: sunshinb 
Prosecutor: NIELSEN, MATTHEW G 
Defendant 
Video 
Tape Number: CD 92 Tape Count: 9:27:50 
• INITIAL APPEARANCE 
A copy of the Information is given to the defendant. 
The Information is read. 
Advised of charges and penalties. 
The defendant is advised of right to counsel. 
Defendant appearing from the ADC 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
.-tinted: 05/19/08 12:21:44 Page 3 
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CASE NUMBER 071900240 State Felony 
Court finds the defendant indigent and appoints Salt Lake Legal 
Defenders to represent the defendant. 
01-12-07 
01-17-07 
01-18-07 
01-18-07 
01-18-07 
01-18-07 
Location: 
Before Judge: 
Filed: 
Note: 
Filed: 
Filed: 
Appointed Counsel: 
Name: Salt Lake Legal Defenders 
Address: 424 East 500 South Suite #101 
City: Salt Lake City UT 84111 
Phone: 532-5444 
Affidavit of indigency is to be submitted by the defendant 
ROLL CALL is scheduled. 
Date: 01/18/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
ANN BOYDEN 
Affidavit of Indigency - Approved by Judge Atherton. 
Bail remain Summons this case/Jail other charges 
Appearance of Counsel 
Formal Request for Discovery 
Filed: Notice of Bond Hearing 
ROLL CALL scheduled on February 01, 2007 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge HENRIOD. 
1-18-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: ANN BOYDEN 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: HILLS, BLAKE R 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
Tape Count: OFF RECORD 
HEARING 
Roll call continued to 2/1. 
ROLL CALL. 
Date: 02/01/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Lineup needs to be scheduled. 
inted: 05/19/08 12:21:44 Page 4 
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Before Judge: STEPHEN L HENRIOD 
L01-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: STEPHEN L HENRIOD 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: COLBY, MICHAEL S 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
Tape Count: 2.56 
HEARING 
COUNT: 2.56 
Court Orders Case set for Preliminary Hearing 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 02/20/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Third Floor - S34 
Before Judge: HILDER, ROBERT K 
02-01-07 Preliminary Hearing scheduled on February 20, 2007 at 09:00 AM 
in Fourth Floor - N45 with Judge HILDER. 
02-20-07 ARRAIGNMENT scheduled on March 05, 2007 at 09:00 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
02-20-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Preliminary Hearing 
Judge: ROBERT K HILDER 
PRESENT 
Clerk: lindav 
Reporter: YOUNG, BRAD 
Prosecutor: JOHNSON, JOHN K 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
HEARING 
Deft appearing in custody of County Sheriff. 
CASE BOUNDOVER 
Defendant waived preliminary hearing, State consenting thereto. 
This case is bound over. An Arraignment hearing has been set on 
3/5/2007 at 9:00 AM in courtroom S41 before Judge SHEILA K MCCLEVE. 
02-20-07 Note: Case Bound Over 
03-05-07 ARRAIGNMENT scheduled on April 02, 2007 at 09:00 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
03-05-07 Minute Entry - ARRAIGNMENT continued 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT 
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Clerk: jennifb 
Prosecutor: GIBBON, STEVEN C 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
Video 
Tape Number: 03/05/2007 Tape Count: 9:48 
CONTINUANCE 
The Defendant's counsel PATRICK L ANDERSON has made a motion for 
continuance of Arraignment. 
The motion is granted. 
Defendant has other caseses pending 
ARRAIGNMENT is scheduled. 
Date: 04/02/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
03-05-07 ARRAIGNMENT Continued. 
03-30-07 Filed: Motion to Withdraw as Court-Appointed Counsel and Notice 
of Next Court Appearance 
Filed by: ANDERSON, PATRICK L 
04-02-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Arraignment State 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: jennifb 
Prosecutor: VO-DUC, GEORGE F 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): PATRICK L ANDERSON 
EDWIN S WALL 
Video 
Tape Number: 04/02/2007 Tape Count: 10:15 
ARRAIGNMENT 
HEARING 
TAPE: 04/02/2007 COUNT: 10:15 
Defense attorney Patrick anderson motions to withdraw, motion is 
granted 
Edwin wall enters appearance of counsel for defendant 
Not guilty pleas are entered for all charges, scheduling 
conference to be set 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE is scheduled. 
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Date: 04/30/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
04-02-07 PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled on April 30, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Fourth Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
04-02-07 Filed order: order to withdraw as court-appointed counsel 
Judge SHEILA K. MCCLEVE 
Signed April 02, 2007 
04-02-07 Filed order: order 
Judge SHEILA K. MCCLEVE 
Signed April 02, 2007 
04-04-07 Filed: Entry of Appearance 
04-30-07 JURY TRIAL scheduled on June 26, 2007 at 08:30 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
04-30-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Pretrial Conference 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: jennifb 
Prosecutor: MEISTER, VINCENT B 
Defendant 
Defendants Attorney(s) : WALL, EDWIN S 
Video 
Tape Number: 04/30/2007 Tape Count: 9:18 
HEARING 
Defense counsel request for a jury trial 
JURY TRIAL is scheduled. 
Date: 06/26/2007 
Time: 08:30 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
JURY TRIAL. 
Date: 06/27/2007 
Time: 08:30 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
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FINAL PRETRIAL. 
Date: 06/18/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
04-30-07 JURY TRIAL scheduled on June 27, 2007 at 08:30 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
04-30-07 FINAL PRETRIAL scheduled on June 18, 2007 at 09:00 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
06-18-07 Charge 1 amended to Class A Misdemeanor 
06-18-07 Charge 1 Disposition is Guilty 
06-18-07 Charge 2 Disposition is Guilty 
06-18-07 Charge 3 Disposition is Dismissed 
06-18-07 JURY TRIAL Cancelled. 
06-18-07 JURY TRIAL Cancelled. 
06-18-07 SENTENCING scheduled on August 06, 2007 at 09:00 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
06-18-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Change of Plea 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT. 
Clerk: nicolel 
Prosecutor: PETERS, KATHERINE 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
Video 
Tape Number: 6/18/07 Tape Count: 10:59 
The Information is read. 
Court advises defendant of rights and penalties. 
Defendant waivers time for sentence. 
A pre-sentence investigation was ordered. 
The Judge orders Adult Probation & Parole to prepare a Pre-sentence 
report. 
Change of Plea Note 
Deft pleads guilty to count 1 as amended to attempted MA and count 
2 as charged. Count 3 dismissed. Court orders jury trial 
stricken. Defendant agrees to pay any restitution. 
SENTENCING is scheduled. 
Date: 08/06/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Printed: 05/19/08 12:21:48 Page 8 
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Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
06-18-07 Filed: Statement of Defendant in Support of Guilty Plea and 
Page 9 of 11 
Certificate of Counsel 
08-01-07 Filed: letter from defendant forwarded to counsel 
^8-02-07 Filed: presentence report 
^1-06-07 SENTENCING scheduled on August 27, 2007 at 09:00 AM in Fourth 
Floor - S41 with Judge MCCLEVE. 
08-06-07 Minute Entry - SENTENCING continued 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: jennifb 
Prosecutor: VO-DUC, GEORGE F 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
Video 
Tape Number: 08/06/2007 Tape Count: 10:03 
CONTINUANCE 
The Defendant's counsel EDWIN S WALL has made a motion for 
continuance of Sentencing. 
The motion is granted. 
Defendant has been transported to to the state prison 
SENTENCING is scheduled. 
Date: 08/27/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S41 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
'-27-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITME 
Judge: SHEILA K MCCLEVE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: nicolel 
Prosecutor: SKINNER, JACEY 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): WALL, EDWIN S 
Video 
Tape Number: 8/27/07 Tape Count: 10:01 
SENTENCE JAIL 
Based on the defendant's conviction of ATTEMPTED FORGERY a Class A 
Misdemeanor, the defendant is sentenced to a term of 365 day(s) 
Based on the defendant's conviction of THEFT a Class A Misdemeanor, 
the defendant is sentenced to a term of 365 day(s) 
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Credit is granted for time served. 
SENTENCE JAIL SERVICE NOTE 
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Deft may elect to serve at Utah State Prison. 
SENTENCE JAIL CONCURRENT/CONSECUTIVE NOTE 
Concurrent to one another and to any other sentence. 
Restitution Amount: $258.97 Plus Interest 
Pay in behalf of: VICTIM 
258.97 
345.00 
Restitution Amount: $345.00 
Pay in behalf of: VICTIM 
08-28-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 
08-28-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 
09-04-07 Judgment #1 Entered 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
11.69 Interest on Rstitutn 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
258.97 Restitution 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
345.00 Restitution 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
8.79 Interest on Rstitutn 
624.45 Judgment Grand Total 
09-04-07 Judgment #1 Entered 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
11.69 Interest on Rstitutn 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
258.97 Restitution 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
345.00 Restitution 
Creditor: VICTIM 
Debtor: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
8.79 Interest on Rstitutn 
624.4 5 Judgment Grand Total 
09-04-07 Filed judgment: Criminal Sentence @J 
Judge SHEILA K. MCCLEVE 
Signed August 27, 2007 
09-06-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 
09-06-07 Trust Account created Total Due: 
09-06-07 Note: SENTENCE, JUDGMENT, COMMITMENT minutes modified. 
0.00 
0.00 
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02-13-08 Note: **case given to Judge for state debt collection 
consideration111 * 
v.z-13-08 Tracking started for {Collection Trackin} . Review date Feb 27, 
2008. 
Page 11 of 11 
02-20-08 Note: **approved by Judge to send case to state debt** 
02-20-08 Tracking ended for {Collection Trackin}. 
°?-20-08 Note: Case sent to State Debt Collection 
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3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH vs. SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
CASE NUMBER 071902648 State Felony 
CHARGES 
Charge 1 - 76-6-501 - FORGERY 3rd Degree Felony 
Disposition: June 28, 2007 Guilty 
Charge 2 - 76-6-404 - THEFT Class B Misdemeanor 
Disposition: June 28, 2007 Dismissed 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
JUDITH S. ATHERTON 
PARTIES 
Defendant - SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Represented by: EDWIN S WALL 
Plaintiff - STATE OF UTAH 
FENDANT INFORMATION 
Defendant Name: SCOTT LYNWOOD PERRY 
Offense tracking number: 30025746 
Date of Birth: January 14, 1957 
Jail Booking Number: 0632110 
Law Enforcement Agency: WEST VALLEY POLICE 
LEA Case Number: 061051402 
Prosecuting Agency: SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Agency Case Number: 060022472 
Sheriff Office Number: 0089664 
Violation Date: December 08, 2006 3514 WEST 3500 SOUTH 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
CASE NOTE 
DAO #06022472 
PROCEEDINGS 
04-10-07 Case filed 
04-10-07 Filed: Information 
04-10-07 Judge WILLIAM W. BARRETT assigned. 
04-10-07 Note: FILED BY DET. C LANCE - WEST VALLEY CITY POLICE DEPT 
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DEFT IN JAIL - WARRANT FAXED TO THE JAIL 
04-11-07 INITIAL APPEARANCE scheduled on April 12, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Arraignment Jail with Judge ARRAIGNMENT. 
04-11-07 Note: Bail $5,000. 
04-11-07 Note: Bail $5,000. 
04-11-07 Judge SHEILA K. MCCLEVE assigned. 
04-11-07 Note: Assigned Judge changed on filing screen due to roll call 
calendaring procedures. 
04-12-07 ROLL CALL scheduled on April 19, 2007 at 02:00 PM in To Be 
Determined with Judge FRATTO. 
04-12-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Appointment of Counsel 
Judge: VERNICE TREASE 
PRESENT 
Clerk: saram 
Prosecutor: CHRISTENSEN, VIRGINIA O 
Defendant 
Tape Number: CD 96 Tape Count: 9:50 
INITIAL APPEARANCE 
A copy of the Information is given to the defendant, 
Advised of chairges and penalties. 
The defendant is advised of right to counsel. 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
Court finds the defendant indigent and appoints Legal Defender 
Office to represent the defendant. 
Appointed Counsel: 
Name: L€>gal Defender Office 
City: 
Phone: 
ROLL CALL is scheduled. 
Date: 04/19/2007 
Time: 02:00 p.m. 
Location: To Be Determined 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Before Judge: JOSEPH C. FRATTO 
04-12-07 Filed: FILED: Affidavit of Indigency approved by Judge Trease 
04-13-07 Note: Bail remain #$5,000. 
04-16-07 Filed: Appearance of Counsel, Formal Request for Discovery 
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Rules of Criminal Procedure, Notice 
of Bond Hearing 
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04-19-07 Preliminary Hearing scheduled on May 22, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Fourth Floor - S44 with Judge HIMONAS. 
04-19-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Roll Call 
Judge: JOSEPH C. FRATTO 
PRESENT 
Clerk: terryb 
Prosecutor: COLBY, MICHAEL S 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): HANSEEN, TAWNI 
Video 
Tape Count: off record 
HEARING 
COUNT: off record 
Court Orders Case set for Preliminary Hearing 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 05/22/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S44 
Before Judge: HIMONAS, DENO 
05-22-07 NO WITNESS PRE HRG scheduled on June 21, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Fourth Floor - S45 with Judge ATHERTON. 
05-22-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for INCOURT NOTE 
Judge: DENO HIMONAS 
PRESENT 
Clerk: wendypg 
Prosecutor: HILLS, BLAKE R 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): HANSEEN, TAWNI 
Video 
Tape Count: 9-51-29 
Defendant transported. STIPULATED CONTINUANCE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 06/21/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S45 
Before Judge: ATHERTON, JUDITH S 
05-30-07 Filed: Motion to Withdraw as Court-Appointed Counsel and Notice 
of Next Court Appearance 
Filed by: PERRY, SCOTT LYNWOOD 
06-05-07 Filed order: Order to Withdraw as Court-Appointed Counsel 
Judge JUDITH S. ATHERTON 
Signed May 31, 2007 
06-21-07 NO WITNESS PRE HRG scheduled on June 28, 2007 at 09:00 AM in 
Fourth Floor - S45 with Judge ATHERTON. 
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-21-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for NO WITNESS PRE HRG 
Judge: JUDITH S ATHERTON 
PRESENT 
Clerk: sunshinb 
Prosecutor: MORGAN, B KENT 
Defendant 
Video 
Tape Count: 10:24:20 
HEARING 
COUNT: 10:24:20 
Defendant transported - Defendant was appointed conflict counsel 
but they are not present today. Case continued to the following 
date: 
NO WITNESS PRE HRG. 
Date: 06/28/2007 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - S45 
Third District Court 
450 South State 
SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: JUDITH S ATHERTON 
06-27-07 Filed: Entry of appearance 
06-28-07 Charge 1 Disposition is Guilty 
n6-28-07 Charge 2 Disposition is Dismissed 
-28-07 Filed order: Statement of defendant in support of guilty plea 
and certificate of counsel 
Judge JUDITH S. ATHERTON 
Signed June 28, 2007 
06-28-07 Minute Entry - Minutes for Change of Plea 
Judge: JUDITH S ATHERTON 
PRESENT 
Clerk: sunshinb 
Prosecutor: MORGAN, B KENT 
Defendant 
Defendant's Attorney(s): EDWIN S WALL 
Video 
Tape Count: 10:44:07 
The following case(s) will be dismissed: 061908235 
The Information is read. 
Court advises defendant of rights and penalties. 
Defendant waives time for sentence. 
Change of Plea Note 
Defendant transported - State's motion to dismiss count 2 is 
granted. 
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SENTENCE PRISON 
Based on the defendant's conviction of FORGERY a 3rd Degree Felony, 
the defendant is sentenced to an indeterminate term of not to 
exceed five years in the Utah State Prison. 
COMMITMENT is to begin immediately. 
To the SALT LAKE County Sheriff: The defendant is remanded to your 
custody for transportation to the Utah State Prison where the 
defendant will be confined. 
SENTENCE TRUST 
The defendant is to pay the following: 
Attorney Fees: Amount: $250.00 Plus Interest 
Pay in behalf of: LEGAL DEFENDERS 
The amount of Attorney Fees is to be determined by Board of 
Pardons. 
06-28-07 Judge JUDITH S. ATHERTON assigned. 
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